Long QT syndrome type 1 (LQT1) is caused by mutations that impair the function of the slow delayed rectifier potassium (I Ks ) channels. Most LQT1 patients experience arrhythmic events during beta-adrenergic stimulation (β-AS). A full description of the ionic mechanisms underlying arrhythmogenecity in LQT1 patients and their relation to β-AS is still lacking. In this study we constructed a set of stochastic human ventricular cell models reproducing experimental AP properties at baseline and following ionic inhibitions. Using the constructed models, we showed that AP duration, morphology and beat-to-beat variability in LQT1 are highly specific of the underlying ionic characteristics. Likewise, the response of individual I Ks -deficient cells to β-AS can range from negligible to as much as 200% increase in AP temporal variability, recognized as a marker of arrhythmogenesis in the setting of LQT1. By partial correlation analysis, major ionic factors driving AP changes associated with LQT1 and β-AS were ascertained.
Introduction
Patients affected by the long QT syndrome, a congenital disease causing abnormal QT prolongation, are at high risk of experiencing life-threatening arrhythmias. In patients with the most common variant, long QT syndrome type 1 (LQT1), 90% of lethal events occur during physical or emotional stress, conditions associated with strong sympathetic stimulation [1] . Finding markers that anticipate pro-arrhythmic risk in the setting of LQT1 and identifying the involved mechanisms is essential to guide therapy.
Previous studies in the literature have explored proarrhythmic abnormalities in ventricular repolarization duration and morphology in LQT1 patients as well as in animal experiments of this ion channelopathy [2, 3] . Beat-tobeat variability in the ventricular action potential (AP) and in the T-wave of the electrocardiogram in response to sympathetic stimulation has emerged as a marker of arrhyth-mic instability in LQT1 [4, 5] . It is, however, important to note that largely varied reactions to sympathetic stimulation and arrhythmia generation have been reported in patients with the same LQT1 mutation and in animals where LQT1 has been mimicked using identical pharmacological approaches.
In this study we use stochastic electrophysiological models to investigate individual responses of human ventricular cells to β-adrenergic challenges in LQT1 and seek to determine the mechanisms underlying differential outcomes.
Methods

AP modeling and simulation
The O'Hara et al. (ORd) human ventricular model [6] served as a basis to construct a set of AP models covering a range of experimentally observed characteristics. The Latin Hypercube Sampling method was used to sample the conductances, denoted by G, of main ionic currents like I Ks , I Kr , I to , I CaL , I Na and I K1 in the range of ±100% their nominal value. Out of the initially generated 100 models, only those reproducing physiological steady-state AP properties at fixed pacing frequencies and the response to ionic current blockades were retained for further investigations [7] [8] [9] , which made a total of 35 models. Each of these models represents a virtual cell with distinct ionic characteristics.
To investigate beat-to-beat variability of repolarization, as observed in in vivo and in vitro experiments, stochasticity was introduced into each of the constructed AP models. Specifically, the equations describing ion channel gating of I Ks , I Kr , I to and I CaL were modified by adding a stochastic term with magnitude inversely proportional to the square root of the ion channel numbers of each ion type [10] . These channel numbers were defined by dividing the whole-cell ionic conductance in the corresponding model by the experimentally reported unitary conductance of the ion type [11, 12] current at 90%. β-adrenergic stimulation (β-AS) effects on human ventricular electrophysiology were modeled using the approach described in [13] , with phosphorylation levels of cellular protein kinase A (PKA) substrates calculated as in [14] and subsequent updates described in [15] . A 1 μM dose of the β-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol (ISO), producing maximal β-AS effects, was simulated. Numerical integration was performed using the Euler-Maruyama method, with a time step dt = 0.02 ms. A total of 2500 cycles were simulated while pacing at a frequency of 1 Hz, of which the first 500 cycles corresponded to baseline conditions, the following 500 cycles to LQT1 conditions and the final 1500 cycles to β-AS under LQT1.
AP markers
The following AP measures were evaluated over the last 100 cycles of each simulated condition (baseline, LQT1, LQT1 plus β-AS):
• Average AP duration at 90% repolarization (APD):
where APD 90 (n) is the AP duration at 90% repolarization for beat n out of the last 100 cycles of each condition.
• Average AP triangulation (TR) calculated as
where TR(n) = APD 90 (n) -APD 50 (n), being APD 50 (n) the AP duration at 50% repolarization for beat n out of the last 100 cycles of each condition.
• Average Short-Term Variability (STV) computed as
where K = 100 − N + 1. Instantaneous STV values were calculated in N-beat windows, N=30, and subsequently averaged over the K windows comprised within the last 100 simulated cycles of each condition.
• Long-term variability (LTV) computed as
where APD (i) denotes the mean APD 90 for the 30 beats in the window indexed by i. Linear partial correlation analysis was performed to assess correlations between ionic current conductances and values of the above described AP markers while controlling for the effects of other ionic conductances [11] . Partial correlation coefficients are denoted by ρ x , where x stands for ΔAPD, ΔTR, ΔSTV or ΔLTV, representing changes in APD, TR, STV or LTV induced by β-AS under LQT1.
3.
Results and Discussions ISO application caused a sudden transient drop in both APD 90 (n) and TR(n) for the three illustrated cells, which was followed by slower increases in the two AP markers. Again, the degree of change in APD and TR due to β-AS under LQT1 conditions was significantly different for the three cells, ranging from negligible to very large increases/decreases, particularly regarding APD. Fig.2 shows the results of the partial correlation analysis when evaluating the differences in APD (TR, respectively) between LQT1 + β-AS and LQT1. ΔAPD was found to be significantly positively correlated with G Kr , but significantly negatively correlated with G Ks . This means that LQT1 cells with strong I Kr upregulation or I Ks downregulation are expected to experience very large APD changes in response to β-AS. In the case of ΔTR, significantly negative or positive correlations were found with all current conductances except for G CaL . This indicates that upregulation of I Kr or I K1 and downregulation of I Ks , I to or I Na are all expected to have a large independent impact on AP triangulation.
AP duration and morphology
Beat-to-beat variability
Results of temporal APD 90 variability are presented in Fig.3 for the same three virtual cells illustrated in 3.1. In the left column, Poincaré plots are presented for baseline, LQT1 and LQT1 + β-AS conditions, with APD values calculated over the last 100 cycles of each simulated condition. Corresponding STV measures are shown in the right column for the three virtual cells. As can be observed from Fig.3 , STV experienced mild to moderate changes in response to I Ks inhibition (ΔSTV LQT 1 ), with percentages of change across all simulated cells varying from -45.4% to 20%.
The change in STV due to β-AS effects was even more varied across the simulated population of cells. While many cells, like those shown in Fig.3 , presented an important increase in STV (reaching a maximum of 214%), there were cells where STV barely changed or even slightly decreased. It is of relevance to note that changes in STV due to either I Ks inhibition or β-AS were independent of APD. As an example, the second and third cells represented in Fig.3 had similar APD values at baseline, whereas STV decreases associated with I Ks inhibition were of 33% and 7%, respectively. Likewise, those two cells shared similar APD values for LQT1 conditions, but the increments in STV associated with β-AS effects were of 55% and 150%, respectively. This highly inter-individual response of STV to LQT1 and a subsequent adrenergic action was similarly observed for LTV. Partial correlation results for the differences in STV and LTV between LQT1 + β-AS and LQT1 are shown in Fig.4 . STV was found to be significantly positively correlated with G Ks and G CaL but significantly negatively correlated with G Kr . Similarly occurred for LTV, with an additional significantly negative correlation with G to . The key role of I Ks and I CaL in modulating STV and LTV response to β-AS can be attributed to the large increases in these two currents induced by PKA phosphorylation.
Conclusions
By building a set of stochastic human ventricular cell models representing experimental AP properties, the response of individual cells to LQT1 and β-AS were characterized. Very heterogeneous changes in APD, triangulation and temporal variability were observed depending on the ionic cell characteristics. For some cells, β-AS under LQT1 had practically no effect on the AP, while for other cells increases larger than 200% were quantified, particularly regarding beta-to-beat variability. Key ionic determinants underlying the nature of the AP response to an adrenergic action in the presence of LQT1 were determined.
